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Abstract 

Programmed death-1 (PD-1)/programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) blockade therapy has become a game-changing 
therapeutic approach revolutionizing the treatment setting of human malignancies, such as renal cell carcinoma 
(RCC). Despite the remarkable clinical activity of anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-L1 monoclonal antibodies, only a small portion 
of patients exhibit a positive response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade therapy, and the primary or acquired resistance might 
ultimately favor cancer development in patients with clinical responses. In light of this, recent reports have signified 
that the addition of other therapeutic modalities to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade therapy might improve clinical responses in 
advanced RCC patients. Until, combination therapy with PD-1/PD-L1 blockade therapy plus cytotoxic T lymphocyte 
antigen 4 (CTLA-4) inhibitor (ipilimumab) or various vascular endothelial growth factor receptors (VEGFRs) inhibitors 
axitinib, such as axitinib and cabozantinib, has been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) as first-line treatment for metastatic RCC. In the present review, we have focused on the therapeutic benefits of 
the PD-1/PD-L1 blockade therapy as a single agent or in combination with other conventional or innovative targeted 
therapies in RCC patients. We also offer a glimpse into the well-determined prognostic factor associated with the clini-
cal response of RCC patients to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade therapy.
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Introduction
Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) denotes cancer resulting 
from the renal epithelium and includes about 90% of kid-
ney cancers [1]. It includes > 10 histological and molecu-
lar subtypes, of which clear cell RCC (ccRCC) is the most 
common, yielding the most tumor-related deaths [2]. 
Localized RCC could be efficiently managed with surgery, 

while showing robust resistance to conventional chemo-
therapy by metastatic RCC [3, 4]. Nevertheless, ground-
breaking advances in the treatment of metastatic RCC 
have been enabled with targeted compounds including 
axitinib, sunitinib, sorafenib, bevacizumab, everolimus, 
temsirolimus, cabozantinib, and pazopanib. They inhibit 
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its recep-
tor (VEGFR) or mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) 
complex, eliciting an inhibitory effect on angiogenesis 
[5–7].

Currently, immunological analyses of RCC have caused 
important mechanistic and clinical perceptions. Indeed, 
immune infiltration properties of RCC are of growing 
interest by the increase of immune checkpoint inhibitor 
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(ICI) therapy in this condition [8]. Notably, among 19 
tumor types evaluated by The Cancer Genome Atlas 
(TCGA), a landmark cancer genomics program, RCC 
has the uppermost T cell infiltration score [9]. As well, 
advanced RCC has association with a rise in T helper 2 
(Th2) and T regulatory cell (Tregs) infiltration [10]. These 
findings confer the importance of immunotherapy-based 
approaches to moderate RCC progress.

Immune checkpoints (ICs) denote specific membrane 
molecules situated mainly, but not exclusively, on T lym-
phocytes [11]. They bind responding ligands on anti-
gen-presenting cells (APCs) like dendritic cells (DCs) or 
tumor cells [12]. Main cell surface inhibitory ICs encom-
pass programmed cell death receptor-1 (PD-1 or CD279), 
cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4), B and T 
lymphocyte attenuator (BTLA), lymphocyte activation-
gene-3 (LAG-3) and T cell membrane protein-3 (TIM-3) 
[13, 14]. Apart from anti-angiogenic agents, more atten-
tion has been paid to immune checkpoint inhibitors 
(ICIs) such as nivolumab to manage metastatic RCC [15, 
16]. Although conventional therapies such as chemo-
therapy and radiotherapy directly influence the tumor 
[17, 18], novel treatments such as the diversity of immu-
notherapies usually affect the microenvironment and the 
immune system. In fact, immunotherapeutics, such as 
ICIs, indirectly eliminate tumor cells through modify-
ing the tumor microenvironment (TME) and/or effector 
immune cells [15, 19]. During the last decade, the ICIs 
targeting PD-1/PDL-1 interaction have shown promis-
ing results for the second-line treatment of metastatic 
RCC [20]. They establish apparent advantages such as 
broad applicability across cancer types and durable clini-
cal response. Nonetheless, anti- PD-1/PDL-1 antibodies 
as a single agent remain ineffective in about 70–75% of 
RCC patients, especially in cancers with a low mutational 
burden [21, 22]. Hence, administration of dual ICI treat-
ments or combining the PD1/PD-L1 blockade therapy 
with angiogenesis inhibitors and chemo-radiotherapy or 
other therapeutics might bypass RCC resistance to ICI 
therapy and also modify treatment-related adverse events 
(TRAEs) [23, 24].

Herein, we deliver an outline respecting the thera-
peutic capability of PD-1/PDL-L1 blockade therapy as a 
single agent or with other modalities for advanced RCC 
patients. Besides, a glimpse of the most applicable pre-
dictive biomarkers affecting a patient’s response to PD-1/
PDL-L1 blockade therapy will be delivered.

Immunotherapy for RCC 
In principle, tumor progression can be regulated by cyto-
toxic innate and adaptive immune cells; however, as the 
tumor develops from neoplastic tissue to clinically detect-
able tumors, cancer cells evolve various mechanisms 

that mimic peripheral immune tolerance for deterring 
tumoricidal attack. Intrinsic mechanisms in cancer cells, 
including negative regulation of the major histocompat-
ibility complex (MHC) class I and II molecules and/or 
tumor-associated antigens (TAAs) reduces presentation 
and resultant targeting by immune effector mechanisms 
[25, 26]. In addition to the secretion of immunosuppres-
sive biomolecules like interleukin-10 (IL-10) and trans-
forming growth factor-β (TGFβ), cancer cells also release 
immunosuppressive extracellular vesicles (EVs), in par-
ticular, exosomes [27–29]. Moreover, overexpressing 
PD-L1 and Fas ligand and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-
related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) are other 
mechanisms by which tumor cells evade immune attack 
[30, 31]. Indeed, tumor-secreted molecules from the 
TME stimulate immunosuppression and thus restrict 
strong anti-tumor immune responses. Besides, tumor 
infiltration by tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) 
and Tregs is intimately associated with weakened sur-
vival in RCC patients [32]. TAMs may inspire the tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) towards a more regulated 
phenotype with a lower anti-tumor activity [32]. Accord-
ingly, researchers have sought different tactics to detour 
tumor cell resistance to immune surveillance. Among 
them, more attention has been spent on the ICIs, anti-
tumor cytokines (IL-2 and IFN-ɑ), cancer cell vaccine, 
and adoptive cell transfer (ACT) (Fig. 1).

Immune checkpoint inhibitors
T cell-induced immunity includes various sequential 
steps encompassing the clonal selection of antigen-spe-
cific cells, their activation and growth in secondary lym-
phoid tissues, their trafficking to the regions of antigen 
and inflammation, the exerting of direct effector activ-
ity, and the provision of assistance (e.g., by cytokines and 
membrane ligands) for a diversity of effector immune 
cells [33]. Each noted step is fine-tuned by an equilib-
rium between stimulatory and inhibitory signals [34]. 
Almost all inhibitory signals in the immune response 
finally target intracellular signaling axes. These signals 
are predominantly transduced by membrane receptors, 
and their ligands are either membrane-bound or solu-
ble (cytokines) [35, 36]. Universally, co-stimulatory and 
inhibitory receptors and ligands that tune T cell func-
tions are not inevitably overexpressed in tumors rela-
tive to normal tissues. In contrast, inhibitory ligands and 
receptors that contribute to T cell effector activities in 
tissues are nearly overexpressed on transformed or non-
transformed cells in the TME [37].

A myriad of ICs has been outlined and explored in can-
cer in past decades, encompassing but not restricted to 
PD-1, CTLA-4, LAG3, TIM3, T cell immunoreceptor 
with Ig and ITIM domains (TIGIT), and BTLA [38]. They 
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are entitled to "immune checkpoints," denoting mole-
cules that perform as gatekeepers of immune responses. 
The ICs shape various co-stimulatory and inhibitory 
interactions, causing self-tolerance and moderating 
physiological immune responses [39]. Also, they protect 
tissues from damage once the immune system is react-
ing to pathogenic infection and inhibits autoimmunity. 
Remarkably, tumors could deregulate their expression as 
a crucial immune resistance mechanism [40, 41]. In fact, 
ICs pathways, more importantly, PD-1/PD-L1 and CD28/
CTLA-4, are co-opted by tumors, altering expression of 
proteins to ease cancer cells’ evasion from immune sur-
veillance as a result of the inhibiting T cell responses [14]. 
The ICs pathways mainly deter various key signaling axes 

in T cells, such as phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/
protein kinase B (AKT) and extracellular signal-regu-
lated kinase 1/2 (ERK)/mitogen-activated protein kinase 
(MAPK), resulting in T cell exhaustion [42, 43]. Since 
the inhibitory activities of ICs are critically adjusted by 
their surface expression and signal transduction, target-
ing these axes offer efficient outcome in cancer patients 
[44]. The intravenous administration of ICIs, such as 
nivolumab, a human immunoglobulin G4 (IgG4) mono-
clonal antibody that binds to the PD-1 receptor, and 
ipilimumab, a fully human anti-CTLA-4 monoclonal 
antibody (IgG1), has gained approval from FDA as a first-
line treatment of intermediate and poor-risk metastatic 
RCC with remarkable survival benefits across various 

Fig. 1 Various immunotherapy-based approaches for renal cell carcinoma (RCC) therapy
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clinical trials [45]. In contrast to most presently approved 
antibodies for cancer therapy, ICIs do not target cancer 
cells directly but rather target lymphocyte receptors or 
their ligands to favor endogenous anti-cancer activity.

Cytokines
Cytokine-based immunotherapy is a promising approach 
in cancer therapy due to its competencies to moderate 
the host immune response toward the malignant cell and 
directly eliminate tumor cells [46, 47]. The history of uti-
lizing cytokines as agents for the treatment of cancer ini-
tiated in the mid-1990s once the anti-cancer influences of 
high-dose (HD) IL-2 therapy was first displayed in RCC 
and other malignancies [48]. IL-2, as a well-known 15.5–
16  kDa protein, boosts the cell-killing function of both 
natural killer (NK) cells and cytotoxic T cells (CTLs). 
IL-2 contributes to the maintenance of CD4 + regula-
tory T cells (Tregs) and the differentiation of CD4+ T 
cells into a variety of subsets [49, 50]. It also adjusts 
T-cell differentiation programs in response to antigen 
and enriches naive CD4+ T-cell differentiation into T 
helper-1 (Th1) and T helper-2 (Th2) cells while deterring 
T helper-17 (Th17) differentiation [51]. It was an early 
nominee for tumor immunotherapy and has been indi-
cated for the treatment of metastatic RCC since 1992 and 
later for metastatic melanoma since 1998 [52, 53]. The 
HD IL-2 has an overall response rate (ORR) of 20% and a 
complete response rate (CR) of 8% in RCC patients [54]. 
Although various studies have assessed the effects of the 
IL-2 on the immune system leading to the evolvement of 
IL-2 application for tumor immunotherapy, several draw-
backs hinder its utility. In this light, the dose and interval 
of the new IL-2-based reagents, the immunogenicity of 
the novel molecules, and their efficient combination have 
not yet been entirely clarified [55, 56].

Aside from the IL-2, IFN-α induces tumor regres-
sion in about 15% of patients with RCC. Studies indi-
cate modest survival benefits for RCC patients treated 
with IFN-ɑ [57]. Importantly, the addition of the IL-2 to 
IFN-α results in a better CR but not OS in RCC patients 
[58]. Additions of other cytokines such as granulocyte–
macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) to 
this combination may result in a marked increase in the 
number of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) 
expressing co-stimulatory molecules and thus might be 
valuable for immunotherapy of RCC [59]. There are 13 
registered trials that are investigating the application of 
GM-CSF alone or plus other modalities in RCC patients. 
It was revealed that a higher dose of GM-CSF plus IL-2 
led to superior T cell activation compared with a lower 
dose of IL-2 while exerting no effect on monocyte activa-
tion [60]. The combination therapy with IL-2 and IFN-α 
and chemo-radiotherapy may potentiate the anti-tumor 

capacity of IL-2 in RCC patients, as shown by improved 
ORR [61, 62]. Clinical benefits are positively associated 
with frameshift mutational load, mast cell tumor infiltra-
tion, reduced circulating tumor-associated T-cell clones, 
and T-cell clonal growth [61].

Cancer vaccine
Therapeutic cancer vaccines have attracted growing 
attention in the last decade. The principal objective of 
the vaccine’s application in cancer immunotherapy is the 
induction of the immune response toward transformed 
cells, bypassing the tolerance elicited by cancer [63, 64]. 
Nonetheless, not all kinds of tumors show an accept-
able response to this modality. Vaccines are applied to 
treat slow-progressing immunogenic tumors that include 
specific tissue proteins. Recently, a more favored under-
standing of the extensiveness of tumor-associated anti-
gens (TAAs), the native immunological response, and 
the progress of innovative machinery for antigen deliv-
ery have facilitated better vaccine design [65, 66]. The 
selection of the target antigen, as the most critical factor 
for advancing an anti-cancer vaccine, is of paramount 
importance because the massive majority of vaccines are 
intended to produce T-cell responses versus common 
TAA [67].

Cancer vaccines mainly include DNA, mRNA, peptide, 
protein, DCs, and tumor cell vaccines [68]. In 2010, the 
first cancer vaccine, sipuleucel-T (DC vaccine), gained 
approval from FDA to treat prostate cancer as a result 
of its capacity to prolong overall survival (OS) [69]. 
Among recently developed cancer vaccines, AGS-003 
and IMA901 have displayed desirable outcomes in RCC 
patients [70, 71].

AGS-003, as an immunotherapeutic DC vaccine, has 
exhibited encouraging outcomes in combination with 
angiogenesis inhibitor sunitinib in phase II/III trials [72, 
73]. The AGS-003 therapy aid in diminishing cancer-
mediated impacts by presenting mature DC loaded with 
RNA to generate a more efficient and prolonged response 
[74]. When used plus sunitinib in a phase II study, 
IMA901 vaccines demonstrated significant clinical activ-
ity in RCC patients, as evidenced by improved OS [75]. 
IMA901 contains nine dissimilar human MHC-I bind-
ing-tumor-associated peptides and one MHC-II bind-
ing-tumor-associated peptide [76]. As a result, IMA901 
induces an expansion of manifold T cells with diverse 
antigen specificities. Stimulating CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell 
responses toward TAA motivates a strong immune 
response, though specific against targets functionally rel-
evant to tumor cells. In contrast, in a phase 3 trial, Rini 
and colleagues found that a combination of sunitinib with 
IMA901 did not ameliorate therapeutic outcomes in RCC 
patients [77]. The dissimilarity between the outcomes 
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might be correlated to the action mechanism of vaccines 
because AGS-003 is made up of a reinforcement of APC, 
which enable T cells stimulation, and IMA901 is made up 
of small fragments of peptides expressed in cancer cells. 
Lacking the reinforcement of the APC eventually deters 
the efficacy of IMA901. Thus, the benefits of IMA901 
might be authenticated in the prevention of recurrences.

The dendritic cell vaccine DC-Ad-GM.CAIX is an 
active, specific immunotherapy with efficient safety and 
efficacy against RCC [78]. It is a fusion-gene construct, 
granulocyte–macrophage (GM) colony-stimulating 
factor + CAIX, delivered by an adenoviral vector (Ad) 
into autologous dendritic cells (DCs). Recent published 
results from phase 1 trial (NCT01826877) showed that 
autologous immature DC-Ad-GM.CAIX can be safely 
used for metastatic RCC patients with no stern adverse 
events with CAIX-specific immune response induced 
by the treatment [79]. Cancer vaccine, in combination 
with other immunotherapy-based approaches such as 
cytokine therapy, in particular, low dose IL-2 and IFN-
α, may stimulate promising outcomes in RCC patients 
[80, 81]. Of course, combining vaccines with cytokines 
provoke severe toxicity, as has been detected with IL-2 
therapy. Further, the non-specific activation or growth 
of unwanted cell subsets, like Tregs, might induce global 
immunosuppression and thus limit vaccine responses. 
The low rate of clinical responses to combining cancer 
vaccines with IL-2, independent of dosing or schedule, 
indicates that IL-2 may not be an ideal option as an adju-
vant [82]. We suggest that extension of IL-7 and IL-21 for 
the clinic provides the capacity to promote anti-tumor 
responses but with far less systemic toxicity without Treg 
proliferation.

Adoptive cell transfer
Adoptive cell transfer (ACT) could be an effective treat-
ment option in metastatic diseases, where conventional 
therapy inclines to fail [83, 84]. During ACT, immune 
cells (e.g., T cells and NK cells) are isolated from the 
patient or healthy donors, processed in  vitro, exten-
sively expanded, and finally administrated to the patient. 
Nonetheless, this modality has not been extensively 
exploited, mostly due to the small number of invasive 
lymphocytes and their inability to efficiently induce anti-
tumor response [85]. Notably, the T or NK cell genetic 
engineering therapies can circumvent the drawbacks of 
low survival and migration of T cells and immune eva-
sion [86, 87]. Until, complete regressions in patients with 
melanoma [88, 89] and lymphoma [90] have been ascer-
tained utilizing the naturally TILs and anti-CD19-CAR-
T cells, respectively. Before administration, patients can 
undergo lymphodepletion to attenuate the number of 
immune suppressor cells. In contrast to melanoma, ACT 

shows no remarkable clinical activity in other types of 
solid tumors like RCC [91]. Although TILs can be iso-
lated from primary RCC samples, their immune response 
against RCC tumor cells is weak [92]. Also, the addition 
of the CD8+ TILs to low-dose IL-2 has no superiority 
over IL-2 alone in metastatic RCC patients. The ORR 
was 9.9% versus 11.4%, and the 1-year survival rate was 
55% versus 47% in the TIL plus IL-2 arms and IL-2 alone 
arms, respectively [93]. Another phase I/II trial revealed 
that carboxy-anhydrase-IX (CAIX)-specific CAR T-cells 
elicited no clinical responses while inducing liver toxicity 
in RCC patients [94, 95].

Various other strategies are presently under examina-
tion; T cells are modified to target proteins expressed by 
RCC cells like MAGE-A3/12, CD70, DR4 and TRAIL, 
and ACT with autologous NK cells [96–98].

One of the facets that avert the effector action of the 
administrated TILs or engineered immune cells is the 
suppressive TME in RCC [99]. The tumor-stimulated 
immunosuppression is favored by producing the check-
point receptor ligands accompanied by the secretion of 
anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 and TGF-β 
by the tumor cells. Such cytokines potentiate the cancer-
supportive milieu, induce EMT, immune escape, and 
angiogenesis, and down-regulate apoptotic pathways 
[100]. Thus, much effort has been spent on developing 
other immunotherapy-based approaches, particularly 
ICIs.

The rationality of targeting the PD‑1/PD‑L1 axis
Firstly, Ishida et al. discovered the PD-1 inhibitory recep-
tor (CD279) in 1992 [101]. They suggested that PD-1 
gene activation contributes to the classical type of pro-
grammed cell death [101]. In 1999, Nishimura et  al. 
evinced its role in sustaining the peripheral immune tol-
erance by researching PD-1-deficient mice models [102]. 
Based on the literature, activated T cells, NK cells, B cells, 
macrophages, and DCs express the PD-1 on their sur-
face [103–106]. The PD-1 expression on naïve T cells is 
prompted when TCR is activated [107]. This short-term 
expression is diminished in the absence of TCR signal-
ing while increasing upon chronic activation, such as in 
chronic viral infections as well as tumors. The connection 
between PD-1 and its ligand, PD-L1, expressed on the 
cancer cell surface, barriers TCR signaling and CD28 co-
stimulation and ultimately causes down-regulated T cell 
activity and ensuing tumor evasion [108].

The PD-1/PD-L1 interaction triggers signaling via the 
cytoplasmic tail of PD-1, resulting in T cell depletion. 
The PD-1 cytoplasmic tail consists of two tyrosine-based 
structural motifs, an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based 
inhibitory motif (ITIM) (V/L/I/XpYXX/L/V) and an 
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based switch motif (ITSM) 
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(TXpYXXV/I) [109]. As a result of activation by PD-L1, 
the PD-1 phosphorylation occurs by Src kinases at ITIM 
and ITSM motifs. ITSM phosphotyrosine underlies the 
PD-1-mediated suppressive activities by recruiting Src 
homology region 2 domain-containing phosphatase-2 
(SHP-2) [109, 110]. SHP-2 eliminates phosphate groups 
from neighboring effector proteins, in particular, PI3K 
and AKT, finally decreasing both cytokine manufac-
ture and T cell growth [109]. Further, the nuclear factor 
kappa B (NF-κB) and mammalian target of rapamycin 
(mTOR) activation accompanied with the IL-2 and B-cell 
lymphoma-extra large (Bcl-xL) expression are decreased 
in activated T cells following PD-1/PD-L1 interaction. 
These events, in turn, inhibit T cells proliferation, cyto-
toxicity, and cytokine release, promote the apoptosis of 
tumor-specific T cells, up-regulate the differentiation 
of CD4+ T cells into foxp3+ Tregs, and finally potenti-
ates tumor cell’s resistance to CTL attack [111, 112]. In 
the lack of PD-1 signaling, number of long-lived plasma 
cells was evidently decreased [113]. Improved expression 
of PD-L1 is usually found in cancers and correlates with 
metastatic disease stage and undesired prognosis in RCC, 
gastric cancer, melanoma, breast cancer and etc. [114–
116]. Iacovelli et al. (2016) demonstrated that PD-L1 was 
expressed in 24.2% of RCC tumors, and a higher level of 
PD-L1 expression augmented the risk of death by 81% 
[117]. Another study on 1,644 patients also signified the 
association between PD-L1 expression and OS in RCC 
patients [118]. Thus, scientists have pursued varied tac-
tics to prohibit PD-1/PD-L1-mediated inhibitory impacts 
on T cells [119]. As described, negative regulation of this 
pathway employing PD-1-or PD-L1-targeting anti-bod-
ies has become a promising plan with preferred clinical 
responses in numerous solid tumors like RCC [120, 121].

Anti‑PD‑1 antibody in RCC patients
Nivolumab
Nivolumab (OPDIVO®), a fully human IgG4 target-
ing PD-1, has boosted OS in RCC patients [122]. It was 
developed under a research collaboration entered in 
2005 between Ono and Medarex. As a single agent or in 
combination with ipilimumab (anti-CTLA-4 antibody) 
or cabozantinib (anti-angiogenic agent), nivolumab has 
been approved to treat RCC patients [123–125].

Monotherapy
Results from CheckMate 025 study demonstrated that 
the OS was longer and high-grade adverse events were 
lower in RCC patients who underwent nivolumab than 
everolimus, an mTOR inhibitor [126–128]. CheckMate 
025 study was conducted on 821 patients and exhibited 
that intravenous administration of nivolumab 3  mg/kg 
every 2  weeks increased OS to 25.0  months compared 

with 19.6 months in the everolimus arm [126]. The ORR 
was also more remarkable in nivolumab than in the 
everolimus arm (25% versus 5%) without significant dif-
ferences in PFS [126, 129]. Based on the CheckMate 025 
study results, nivolumab monotherapy was approved 
by the FDA in 2015 as a second-line treatment for RCC 
patients who have received prior anti‐angiogenic therapy. 
Another trial suggested that liver metastases and cen-
tral nervous system (CNS) metastases at diagnosis were 
associated with worse OS, while pancreatic metastases 
at diagnosis were correlated to a better prognosis in RCC 
patients undergoing nivolumab therapy [130]. Check-
Mate 025 study also exhibited that the most common 
nivolumab treatment-related adverse events (TRAEs) 
were fatigue (34.7%) and pruritus (15.5%) in previously 
treated RCC [129]. Similarly, phase IIIb/IV CheckMate 
374 study (NCT02596035) documented the clinical activ-
ity of nivolumab monotherapy 240 mg every 2 weeks in 
previously treated RCC, as shown by median OS of about 
21.8 months [131]. In contrast to cited trials, nivolumab 
shows no superiority over angiogenesis inhibitor axitinib, 
an FDA-approved tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), in RCC 
[132]. A clinical trial on 80 patients indicated that the 
clinical benefit rate of axitinib was meaningfully higher 
than that of nivolumab, with no difference in the OS of 
the two groups [132]. Also, baseline neutrophil-to-lym-
phocyte ratio (NLR), a marker of systemic inflammation, 
was associated with PFS, making it evident that NLR may 
be an efficient prognostic factor in RCC patients treated 
with nivolumab [132].

Combination therapy
In addition to monotherapy, nivolumab plus ipilimumab 
or TKI cabozantinib has been approved by FDA for 
RCC [45, 133]. A phase I CheckMate 016 study showed 
that intravenous nivolumab 3  mg/kg plus ipilimumab 
1–3  mg/kg led to manageable safety, robust anti-cancer 
activity, and durable responses with promising OS in 
patients with metastatic RCC [134]. These preliminary 
results were authenticated by phase 3 CheckMate 214 
study, where Motzer et al. (2018) displayed that intrave-
nous administration of nivolumab 3 mg/kg every 2 weeks 
plus ipilimumab 1  mg/kg every 3  weeks improved OS 
and PFS and indicated better ORR compared sunitinib 
therapy (50 mg daily for 4 weeks) in RCC patients [45]. 
Based on the results of this study, this regimen was 
approved for RCC in 2018. Nivolumab plus ipilimumab 
has also been approved for BRAF V600 wild-type and 
BRAF V600 mutation-positive unresectable or meta-
static melanoma (CheckMate 067), urothelial carcinoma 
(UC) (CheckMate 901), HCC (CheckMate 040) and also 
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) with PD-L1 tumor 
expression ≥ 1% (CheckMate 227).
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Recently, Choueiri et  al. have assessed the safety and 
efficacy of nivolumab plus anti-angiogenic drug cabozan-
tinib versus TKI sunitinib in the treatment of previously 
untreated RCC (CheckMate 9ER) [124, 135]. The phase 3 
CheckMate 9ER study exhibited that nivolumab (240 mg 
intravenously every 2  weeks) plus cabozantinib (40  mg 
orally once daily) resulted in better ORR compared to 
sunitinib (50  mg once daily for 4  weeks) (55.7% versus 
27.1%) in RCC patients [124, 136]. Further, the probabil-
ity of OS at 1-year was 85.7% versus 75.6% in nivolumab 
plus cabozantinib arms compared to sunitinib arms. 
The results of this study verified the substantial ben-
efits of nivolumab plus cabozantinib over sunitinib con-
cerning the PFS and OS factors in previously untreated 
RCC [124, 137]. These consequences led to the approv-
ing nivolumab plus cabozantinib as first-line treatment 
for advanced RCC in 2021. Contrariwise, the addition 
of standard doses of anti-angiogenic drugs sunitinib or 
pazopanib to nivolumab caused a high occurrence of 
high-grade toxicities, restricting future progress of either 
combination regimen [138]. Hence, it seems that the 
success of combination regimens based on nivolumab 
and anti-angiogenic agents may be dependent on care-
ful selection of the anti-angiogenic drugs as well as dose. 
Further studies also are investigating to address the safety 
and efficacy of combination therapy with nivolumab 
and other modalities in RCC [139–141]. In this light, 
Choueiri et  al. (2021) showed that orally administration 
of C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR-4) inhibitor 
mavorixafor (400 mg daily) improved the clinical activity 
of nivolumab mainly by a reduction in the recruitment of 
immunosuppressive cells into the TME and enhancement 
in activated CTL infiltration [139]. Also, the addition of 
the bempegaldesleukin, a PEGylated IL-2, to nivolumab 
brought about a fortunate outcome irrespective of base-
line PD-L1 status and baseline levels of TILs, indicating 
a therapeutic capacity for participants with poor prog-
nostic risk factors for response to PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors 
[140]. On the other hand, there is evidence suggesting 
that CBM588 could improve the clinical outcome in 
RCC patients treated with nivolumab plus ipilimumab 
[141]. The CBM588, as a bifidogenic live bacterial prod-
uct, improves response to checkpoint inhibitors (CPIs) 
by affecting the gut microbiome [142, 143]. Notably, 
Dizman et al. showed that levels of IL-1β, G-CSF, IL-10, 
IL-12, GM-CSF, macrophage inflammatory protein-β 
(MIP-β), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), 
IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1RA), TNF-α, IL-2, IFN-γ-
inducible protein 10 (IP-10), IL-2 receptor (IL-2R) and 
IL-8 increased in patients treated with nivolumab and 
ipilimumab plus CBM588 arm compared with nivolumab 
plus ipilimumab arm [141]. Thus, it appears that trigger-
ing an immune response by this product could potentiate 

immune response induction and subsequently heightens 
ICIs clinical activity. Notwithstanding, larger trials are 
needed to prove this clinical observation and clarify the 
action mechanism and the effects on the microbiome and 
immune compartments.

Pembrolizumab
Pembrolizumab (KEYTRUDA), a humanized IgG4 mon-
oclonal antibody targeting PD-1, has been approved 
as a single agent for the adjuvant treatment of patients 
with RCC at intermediate-high or high risk of recur-
rence following nephrectomy, or following nephrec-
tomy and resection of metastatic lesions [144]. It was 
invented by scientists at Organon in cooperation with 
Medical Research Council Technology (MRCT). It also 
is indicated in combination with axitinib or lenvatinib, 
two well-known angiogenesis inhibitors, as the first-line 
treatment for patients suffering from advanced RCC 
[145, 146].

Monotherapy
Recently, a double-blind, phase 3 trial KEYNOTE-564 
study exhibited that intravenous administration of pem-
brolizumab (at a dose of 200 mg) enhanced OS in clear-
cell RCC patients who were at high risk for recurrence 
after nephrectomy [147, 148]. This trial was funded by 
Merck Sharp and Dohme and conducted on 496 patients. 
Results demonstrated that pembrolizumab therapy led to 
a longer disease-free survival (DFS) compared to the con-
trol group [147, 149, 150]. Also, the severe adverse events 
happened in 32.4% of the patients in the pembrolizumab 
arm versus 17.7% in the control arm, with no treatment-
related deaths [147, 149, 150]. Based on the results of the 
KEYNOTE-564 study, pembrolizumab was approved for 
RCC therapy in 2021. In terms of safety profile, grade 3–5 
treatment-related adverse events (TRAEs), in particular 
colitis and diarrhea, were shown in 30% of pembroli-
zumab-treated patients [151]. In addition to the clear cell 
RCC, pembrolizumab monotherapy exhibited promis-
ing anti-tumor activity in non-clear cell RCC, as shown 
by results from KEYNOTE-427 study [152]. In this trial, 
administration of the pembrolizumab 200  mg intrave-
nously once every 3 weeks resulted in an ORR of about 
26.7%, with a duration of response of 29.0 months [152]. 
Also, PFS and OS were 4.2 months and 28.9, respectively, 
signifying the promising clinical activity of first-line pem-
brolizumab monotherapy in non-clear cell RCC [152]. 
Nonetheless, these results must be validated in phase 3 
trials prior to being approved by FDA.

Combination therapy
A myriad of studies have tested the safety and efficacy 
of combination therapy with pembrolizumab plus other 
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treatments, most importantly, anti-angiogenic drugs (e.g., 
axitinib and lenvatinib) for RCC therapy [153, 154]. Since 
2019, pembrolizumab plus axitinib has been indicated for 
the first-line treatment of patients with advanced RCC. 
The approval was based on the data from KEYNOTE 426 
study on 861 patients with stage IV clear-cell RCC [155]. 
This phase 3 trial was conducted between Oct 24, 2016, 
and Jan 24, 2018, and exhibited that pembrolizumab 
(200 mg every 3 weeks intravenously) plus axitinib (5 mg 
orally twice daily) might elicit superior clinical outcomes 
over sunitinib (50  mg once daily), as evinced by longer 
OS and PFS [155]. Hypertension, which was detected in 
22% of patients, was the most common grade 3–5 side 
effect of the combination regimen [155]. Other reports 
showed that the most common potential adverse event 
related to this regimen was diarrhea (29%) [156]. These 
findings validated the manageable safety profile of this 
regimen. However, incremental cost-effectiveness ratios 
of pembrolizumab in combination with axitinib ver-
sus sunitinib are $249,704 versus $150,000 per quality-
adjusted life-year [157]. Hence, this combination regimen 
is not cost-effective versus sunitinib as a first-line treat-
ment for patients with advanced RCC. In addition to 
the axitinib, the addition of the lenvatinib to pembroli-
zumab caused significant clinical activity in advanced 
RCC patients [146]. Accordingly, results from the CLEAR 
study exhibited that lenvatinib (20 mg orally once daily) 
in combination with pembrolizumab (200  mg intrave-
nously once every 3 weeks) correlated with significantly 
longer PFS and OS than sunitinib (50  mg orally once 
daily) [146]. In August 2021, the CLEAR study results 
led to approving the combination of lenvatinib plus pem-
brolizumab for the first-line treatment of advanced RCC. 
Pembrolizumab with lenvatinib also has gained approval 
from FDA for endometrial cancer patients based on data 
from the KEYNOTE-775 study [158]. In contrast to the 
promising outcome, addition of the other types of anti-
angiogenic agents like pazopanib to pembrolizumab 
might result in significant hepatotoxicity [159]. Thereby, 
careful consideration must be taken concerning the anti-
angiogenic agent types and study design. Besides, the 
addition of the Pegilodecakin (pegylated recombinant 
human IL-10) [160] or pegylated IFNα-2b (PEG-IFN) 
[161] to pembrolizumab demonstrated a manageable 
toxicity profile and preliminary anti-cancer activity in 
RCC patients mainly by provoking the CTLs anti-cancer 
activities.

Sintilimab
Sintilimab (Tyvyt), a fully human IgG4 monoclonal anti-
body, is an investigational PD-1 inhibitor developed 
by Innovent and Lilly [162]. Sintilimab has recently 
shown promising outcomes with durable response in 

lymphoma but not in solid tumors [163, 164]. It was 
recently approved in China for the treatment of classi-
cal Hodgkin’s lymphoma (cHL) and is undergoing phase 
I and II development to utilize in several solid tumors, 
including NSCLC and RCC. Safety and efficacy of sintili-
mab monotherapy (100 mg, 200 mg intravenously, once 
every three weeks) are investigated in fumarate hydratase 
(FH)-deficient RCC in phase 1/2 trials (NCT04146831 
and NCT04387500). Besides, combination therapy with 
sintilimab and axitinib showed clinical activity in inter-
mediate- and high-risk advanced RCC [165]. Meanwhile, 
combination therapy with sintilimab 200  mg intrave-
nously every 3 weeks and axitinib 5 mg orally twice daily 
led to ORR of about 40% and the disease control rate 
(DCR) of about 90% with tolerable adverse effects in 
RCC patients [165]. Likewise, the addition of the pazo-
panib to 6–8 cycles of sintilimab improved PFS in RCC 
patients [166]. Because of the severe and fatal hepatotox-
icity resulting from pazopanib therapy observed in RCC, 
monitoring hepatic function is urgently required during 
administration [167]. Further, combination therapy with 
sintilimab and chemotherapy (gemcitabine, oxaliplatin, 
capecitabine, irinotecan, nab-paclitaxel, tegafur, or neda-
platin) or sintilimab plus other anti-angiogenic agents 
(anlotinib or sorafenib) showed acceptable safety with 
rises in the treatment efficacy and DCR for advanced 
tumors like RCC [168]. It should be noted that due to 
the few adverse reactions and proven efficacy, sintilimab 
combination therapy can be applied as a potent strategy 
for the treatment of advanced RCC.

A brief overview of clinical trials targeting PD-1 alone 
or in combination with other treatments in RCC patients 
has been delivered in Table 1.

Anti‑PD‑L1 antibody in RCC patients
Atezolizumab
Atezolizumab (Tecentriq) is a fully-humanized, engi-
neered IgG1 monoclonal antibody against the PD-L1 
[169]. It firstly was developed by Genentech/Roche and 
has recently been approved to treat urothelial carcinoma 
(UC) [170], lung cancer [171, 172], triple-negative breast 
cancer (TNBC) (in combination with paclitaxel) [173], 
and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (in combination 
with anti-angiogenic drugs) [174]. Also, atezolizumab 
shows significant clinical activity against RCC [175, 176]. 
For some cancers, PD-L1 expression levels are suspected 
as a prognostic factor, but most cancers with PD-L1 
expression still do not respond.

Monotherapy
In 2016, a phase 1 trial in 70 patients with metastatic 
RCC showed that intravenously every 3  weeks admin-
istration of atezolizumab (0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 
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Table 1 Anti-PD-1 antibody alone or in combination with other treatments in RCC patients

Programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1), Renal cell carcinoma (RCC), Overall survival (OS), Objective response rate (ORR), Progression-free survival (PFS), Disease 
control rate (DCR), Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), Radiotherapy (RT)

Agents Phase Participants Dose Outcome Refs.

Nivolumab Ipilimumab 3 1096 3 mg/kg
1 mg/kg

Better ORR and OS in nivolumab plus ipilimumab arm compared to 
sunitinib arm (ORR about 75% versus 60%)

[45]

Nivolumab Cabozantinib 3 651 240 mg
40 mg

Better PFS and OS (18.1 months versus 8.3 months) in nivolumab 
plus ipilimumab arm compared to sunitinib arm

[124]

Nivolumab 3 821 3 mg/kg Improved OS (25.0 months versus 19.6 months) with lower serious 
adverse event in nivolumab arm compared to everolimus arm

[22]

Nivolumab Ipilimumab 3 847 3 mg/kg
1 mg/kg

Better patient-reported outcomes (PROs) in dual ICI arms than in 
sunitinib arm

[212]

Nivolumab Ipilimumab 1 6 3 mg/kg
1 mg/kg

Manageable safety, durable responses with promising OS [134]

Nivolumab Ipilimumab
CBM588

2 30 3 mg/kg
1 mg/kg
80 mg

Better PFS (12.7 months versus 2.5 months) in dual ICI plus CBM588 
compared to nivolumab plus ipilimamab

[141]

Nivolumab Cabozantinib 3 323 240 mg
40 mg

Better PROs in nivolumab plus cabozantinib arm versus sunitinib 
arm

[213]

Nivolumab 2 720 3 mg/kg Limited clinical activity [214]

Nivolumab APX005M Cabiralizumab 1 26 240 mg
0.3 mg/kg
4 mg/kg

Acceptable safety and pharmacodynamic activity [215]

Nivolumab 3 821 3 mg/kg
10 mg

High levels of CD8 + TILs expressing PD-1 might be a prognostic 
factor of response to anti-PD-1

[216]

Nivolumab
Mavorixafor

1 9 240 mg
400 mg

Anti-activity and a manageable safety profile [139]

Nivolumab 4 97 240 mg Significant ORR (22.7%) [217]

Nivolumab – 80 240 mg Axitinib had superiority over nivolumab in terms of PFS 
(10.3 months versus 7.3 months)

[132]

Nivolumab 2 73 3 mg/kg Limited anti-tumor activity [218]

Nivolumab Bempegaldesleukin 1/2 49 360 mg
0.006 mg/kg

Preliminary anti-tumor activity with the manageable safety profile [219]

Nivolumab
RT

2 69 240 mg
10 Gy

No significant clinical activity [220]

Nivolumab Sunitinib Pazopanib 1 33 2 mg/kg
50 mg
800 mg

Higher rates of high-grade toxicities [138]

Pembrolizumab Axitinib 3 861 200 mg
5 mg

Better OS, PFS, and ORR in the combination arm versus sunitinib 
arm

[145]

Pembrolizumab Lenvatinib 3 1069 200 mg
20 mg

Longer PFS ( 23.9 versus 9.2 months) and OS in the combination 
arm versus sunitinib arm

[146]

Pembrolizumab Lenvatinib 1b/2 137 200 mg
20 mg

Manageable safety profile and promising clinical activity [221]

Pembrolizumab 2 165 200 mg Significant ORR (26.7%) along with remarkable
PFS (4.2 months) and OS (28.9 months)

[152]

Pembrolizumab Axitinib 1b 11 2 mg/kg
5 mg

The intervention was well tolerated and exhibited clinical activity [156]

Pembrolizumab Bevacizumab 1b/2 48 200 mg
15 mg/kg

The combination regimen was safe and active [222]

Pembrolizumab Axitinib 1 - 2 mg/kg
5 mg

Immune-related biomarkers had an intimate association with better 
ORR and PFS

[223]

Pembrolizumab
RT

1/2 30 200 mg
20 Gy

Robust clinical activity (ORR: 63% and DCR: 83%) [224]

Pembrolizumab Pegylated IFNɑ-2b 
or Ipilimumab

1b 22 2 mg/kg
2 μg/kg
1 mg/kg

The combination regimen was safe and active [161]

Toripalimab 1 6 10 mg/kg Acceptable clinical activity [225]
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20 mg/kg) has a manageable safety profile and might elic-
ited objective response [177]. Grade 3 TRAEs happened 
in 17% of patients, with no grade 4 or 5 events. Also, the 
treatment improved the OS and PFS of RCC patients to 
28.9  months and 5.6  months, respectively [177]. Study 
of the possible prognostic factors signified that a drop 
in circulating plasma markers and acute-phase proteins 
in combination with elevated baseline effector T-cell-
to-Tregs gene expression ratio has a correlation with 
response to atezolizumab [177]. For the first time, this 
study showed the safety and clinical activity of atezoli-
zumab in RCC. Regardless of this report, there is no reli-
able report to verify the clinical activity of atezolizumab 
for RCC. Meanwhile, a phase 3 trial (IMmotion010) is 
ongoing to evaluate the efficacy of atezolizumab as adju-
vant therapy in RCC patients at high risk of developing 
metastasis following nephrectomy [178, 179].

Combination therapy
In the last years, researchers have sought various 
approaches to potentiate the efficacy and ameliorate 
the safety profile of atezolizumab in RCC patients. In 
this regard, anti-angiogenic drugs, in particular bevaci-
zumab and cabozantinib, have attracted growing atten-
tion [6, 180]. A randomized phase 2 IMmotion150 
study provides clear evidence that combination therapy 
with atezolizumab and bevacizumab has superiority 
over sunitinib in terms of the PFS [181]. Interestingly, 
biomarker analyses showed that tumor mutation bur-
den (TMB) and neoantigen burden has no association 
with PFS. It was thus suggested that blocking VEGF by 

bevacizumab may defeat resistance to atezolizumab 
[179, 181]. After that, a phase 3 trial IMmotion151 study 
indicated that atezolizumab 1200  mg plus bevacizumab 
15  mg/kg intravenously once every 3  weeks improved 
PFS more evidently than sunitinib (11.2  months versus 
7.7  months) in RCC patients with better safety profile 
[175]. These results authenticated the clinical activity of 
atezolizumab plus bevacizumab as a first-line treatment 
for RCC. Notwithstanding, the final analysis of phase 3 
IMmotion151 trial displayed no significant enhancement 
in OS with atezolizumab plus bevacizumab over suni-
tinib for previously untreated RCC patients [182, 183]. 
As a result, FDA has not yet approved this treatment 
regimen for RCC, while atezolizumab plus bevacizumab 
has previously been approved for other tumors, such as 
HCC [174]. Besides, another trial showed that the addi-
tion of the PEG-IFNα-2a to atezolizumab might have 
preliminary clinical activity and acceptable tolerability 
in advanced RCC patients [184]. As described, IFN-α 
improves tumor immunogenicity and DC response to the 
tumor, augments Th1/Th2 ratio, and thus potentiates T 
cell-mediated cytotoxicity [185, 186]. Although IFN-α 
plus bevacizumab has been approved for RCC [187, 188], 
its clinical activity when used plus atezolizumab is being 
investigated and has not yet strongly been documented. 
Further, Jung et  al. reports (2019) for the first time sig-
nified that the addition of indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 
1 (IDO1) inhibitor, navoximod, to atezolizumab might 
improve its efficacy in advanced tumors like RCC [189]. 
IDO1 triggers immune suppression in T cells by l-tryp-
tophan depletion and kynurenine collections in the TME, 

Table 2 Anti-PD-L1 antibody alone or in combination with other treatments in RCC patients

Note: Programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1), Renal cell carcinoma (RCC), Overall survival (OS), Objective response rate (ORR), Progression-free survival (PFS), 
Adenosine A2A receptor (A2AR), Treatment-related adverse events (TRAEs), Neutrophil–lymphocyte ratio (NLR), Cytotoxic T cells (CTLs)

Agents Phase Participants Dose Outcome Refs.

Atezolizumab Bevacizumab 2 305 1200 mg
15 mg/kg

Improved PFS, which had no association with tumor mutation and 
neoantigen burden

[179]

Atezolizumab Bevacizumab 3 915 1200 mg
15 mg/kg

Improved PFS versus sunitinib (11·2 months versus 7.7 months) with 
a favorable safety profile

[175]

Atezolizumab
Cabozantinib

1b 102 1200 mg
40–60 mg

Prolonged PFS to19.5 months [226]

Atezolizumab Bevacizumab 2 59 1200 mg
15 mg/kg

Improved PFS (8.7 moths) with detection of TRAEs in 83% of patients [227]

Atezolizumab Interferon-α 1b 158 1200 mg
180 μg

Significant ORR (20.0%) [184]

Atezolizumab 1 17 0.01–20 mg/kg Improved OS (28.9 months) and PFS (5.6 months) [177]

Atezolizumab
Navoximod

1 157 50–1000 mg Acceptable safety, tolerability, and pharmacokinetics [228]

Avelumab
Axitinib

3 886 10 mg/kg
5 mg

Prolonged PFS and OS versus sunitinib which was in association with 
below-median NLR

[199, 229]

Atezolizumab
A2AR antagonist

1 68 840 mg
50–100 mg

A durable clinical benefit associated with increased CTLs infiltration 
into the tumor

[230]
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suppressing CTL and Th1 cells and promoting Tregs 
activity [190, 191]. Thus, targeting its activity may be a 
rational strategy to alleviate tumor progress [192, 193]. 
Achieved results implied that a combination of navoxi-
mod and atezolizumab had acceptable safety, tolerability, 
and pharmacokinetics for patients with advanced tumors 
such as RCC [189]. Nonetheless, further information is 
required to corroborate the benefit of adding navoximod 
to atezolizumab.

Avelumab
Avelumab (Bavencio®) is an IgG1 mAb directed to PD-L1 
that was discovered by Merck KGaA and Pfizer [194]. 
As a single agent, it has been approved for the meta-
static Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) [195] and also UC 
[196]. FDA also approved avelumab in combination with 
axitinib for the first-line treatment of advanced RCC 
patients [197].

Monotherapy
Study of the safety and efficacy and avelumab mono-
therapy in patients with advanced RCC verified its clini-
cal activity in a phase 1 trial [198]. Meanwhile, avelumab 
10 mg/kg intravenously every 2 weeks led to an ORR of 
about 16.1%, with median DOR and PFS about 9.9 and 
months 8.3, respectively [198]. Also, the intervention 
showed a manageable safety profile [198]. Nonetheless, 
there was no further proof showing the clinical activ-
ity of avelumab as a single agent in phase 2/3 trials. As 
described, avelumab monotherapy is indicated for UC 
and MCC based on results from phase 3 JAVELIN Blad-
der 100 and JAVELIN Merkel 200 study, respectively. 
It’s acceptable safety profile and capability to stimulate 
durable responses in otherwise deadly tumors offer the 

justification for its application in other tumor types and 
in combination with other therapeutic approaches.

Combination therapy
Recently, a phase 3 JAVELIN Renal 101 study on 886 
RCC patients exhibited that the addition of the axitinib 
to avelumab caused objective responses in patients with 
advanced RCC [199, 200]. Motzer et  al. showed that 
avelumab 10  mg/kg intravenously every 2  weeks plus 
axitinib 5 mg orally twice daily had superiority over suni-
tinib 50 mg orally once daily for 4 weeks in terms of ORR 
and PFS [199]. The median PFS in PD-L1-positive tumors 
was 13.8  months in the combination therapy arm com-
pared with 7.2 months in the sunitinib arm [199, 201]. In 
the same population, ORR was 55.2% versus 25.5% in the 
combination therapy arm compared with the sunitinib 
arm. These results suggested this regimen as a first-line 
treatment for advanced RCC [199, 201]. In May 2019, 
based on the JAVELIN Renal 101 study results, the FDA 
approved avelumab in combination with axitinib for the 
first-line treatment of people with advanced RCC. Study 
of the possible prognostic factor presented NLR as a 
prognostic biomarker in advanced RCC patients who 
underwent avelumab plus axitinib or sunitinib adminis-
tration [202]. There was an association with baseline NLR 
and OS, and PFS in advanced RCC patients who received 
avelumab plus axitinib [202]. Accordingly, patients with 
below-median NLR experienced extended PFS and OS. 
Interestingly, median PFS was 13.8 and 11.2  months in 
RCC patients with below-median NLR and 13.3 and 
5.6 months in patients with median-or-higher NLR [202]. 
These analyses confer the role of NLR in underlying 
mechanisms affecting clinical outcomes.

Table 3 Completed clinical trials based on monotherapy with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy for renal cell carcinoma (RCC) registered in 
ClinicalTrials.gov (June 2022)

NA

Agents Phase Participant 
number

Allocation Dose Location NCT number

Nivolumab 2 730 N/A 3 mg/kg France NCT03013335

Nivolumab 1 17 N/A 3 mg/kg USA NCT02575222

Nivolumab 4 197 N/A 3 mg/kg USA NCT02596035

Nivolumab 3 1068 Randomized 3 mg/kg International NCT01668784

Nivolumab 2 68 Randomized 0.3–10 mg/kg International NCT01354431

Nivolumab 1 395 Non-Randomized 0.1–10 mg/kg USA NCT00730639

Nivolumab 1 39 Non-Randomized 0.3–10 mg/kg USA NCT00441337

Pembrolizumab 2 275 Non-Randomized 200 mg UK NCT02853344
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Table 4 Completed clinical trials based on combination therapy with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy for renal cell carcinoma (RCC) 
registered in ClinicalTrials.gov (June 2022)

Agents Phase Participant 
number

Allocation Dose Location NCT number

Nivolumab Ipilimumab 2 118 Randomized – USA
Australia
Chile

NCT03029780

Nivolumab Ipilimumab
Sunitinib
Pazopanib

1 194 Non-Randomized 5.0 mg/kg
1 mg
50 mg
800 mg

Canada
USA

NCT01472081

X4P-001 Nivolumab 1/2 9 N/A 400 mg
240 mg

USA NCT02923531

IL-2
Nivolumab

1/2 13 N/A 600,000 IU/kg
240 mg

USA NCT02989714

Nivolumab
SBRT

2 69 N/A 240 mg
30 Gy

Italy NCT03469713

Nivolumab Ipilimumab
Sunitinib
Pazopanib

2 200 Randomized 5.0 mg/kg
1 mg
50 mg
800 mg

France NCT02960906

Nivolumab Ipilimumab 4 211 Non-Randomized – USA NCT02982954

Nivolumab
CB-839

1/2 118 Non-Randomized – USA NCT02771626

Nivolumab
Ipilimumab
SBRT

2 29 N/A – USA NCT03065179

Ibrutinib Nivolumab 1/2 31 N/A – USA NCT02899078

Tivozanib
Nivolumab

1/2 28 N/A –
240 mg

France NCT03136627

Varlilumab
Nivolumab

1/2 175 N/A 3 mg/kg
240 mg

USA NCT02335918

Cabiralizumab
Nivolumab

1 313 Non-Randomized 2 mg/kg
3 mg/kg

USA NCT02526017

Nivolumab
ABI-009

1/2 34 N/A 3 mg/kg
100 mg/m2

USA NCT03190174

Pembrolizumab
Axitinib

1 52 N/A 2 mg/kg
3–5 mg

USA NCT02133742

Bevacizumab
Pembrolizumab

1/2 61 Non-Randomized 10 mg
200 mg

USA NCT02348008

Pembrolizumab Ipilimumab
or
PegIFN-2b

1/2 295 Randomized 200 mg
50–100 mg
–

UK NCT02089685

Pazopanib
Pembrolizumab

1 42 Randomized 200 mg
10 mg/kg

USA NCT02014636

Pembrolizumab
Radiotherapy

1/2 30 N/A 200 mg
18–20 Gy

Australia NCT02855203

Pembrolizumab
INCB050465
Itacitinib

1 159 Randomized 200 mg
–
–

USA NCT02646748

Pembrolizumab
INCB024360

1/2 444 Non-Randomized 25 mg
–

USA NCT02178722

Atezolizumab
Bevacizumab

3 915 Randomized 1200 mg
15 mg/kg

International NCT02420821

Atezolizumab
Bevacizumab

2 305 Randomized 1200 mg
15 mg/kg

International NCT01984242

Atezolizumab
Bevacizumab
RO6874281

1 69 Randomized 840 mg
10 mg/kg
5 mg

International NCT03063762
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A brief overview of clinical trials targeting PD-L1 alone 
or in combination with other treatments in RCC patients 
has been delivered in Table 2.

Small molecule compounds inhibiting PD‑1/PD‑L1 
interactions
The restricted success and shortcoming of antibodies 
have persuaded investigators to examine more efficient 
approaches for the negative regulation of the PD-1/
PD-L1 axis and expand the capacity of cancer immuno-
therapy. In light of this, substantial efforts are being made 
to develop low-molecular-weight agents targeting PD-1/
PD-L1 interaction [203]. Currently, several companies, 
including Bristol Myers Squibb (BMS), Arising Interna-
tional Inc, Guangzhou Maxinovel Pharmaceuticals Co, 
Chemocentryx Inc, Institute of Materia Medica, Incyte 
Corporation, and Aurigene, have industrialized a variety 
of small-molecule chemical compounds as well as pep-
tides [204]. Such companies have applied for a series of 
patents related to inhibitors. These patents offered the 
structure of PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors, compound synthe-
sis strategies, and their application as immunomodula-
tors [205]. Further, the patents demonstrate the approved 
inhibitory impacts of these inhibitors. While some of the 
evolved small molecule compounds might only deter 
PD-L1/PD-1 interactions, other inhibitors (e.g., peptides 
invented by BMS Company) suppress PD-L1 interac-
tions with PD-1 or B7-1 [206]. All inhibitors advanced by 
Aurigene, such as small molecule chemical compounds 
and peptides, demonstrated significant inhibitory impact 
on the PD-1 signaling axis [207]. Notably, most of them 
demonstrated IC50 values of 1  μM or even 0.018  μM 
as determined by the PD-1/PD-L1 homogenous 

time-resolved fluorescence (HTRF) binding assay [204]. 
Of course, the progress of small molecule compounds 
inhibiting PD-1/PD-L1 interactions has only just been 
ongoing. Most of these inhibitors are studied in preclini-
cal studies and are associated with stimulating outcomes 
[208]. Meanwhile, CA-170, a PD-L1 inhibitor developed 
by Aurigene and Curis, has arrived phase I clinical trial 
[209]. Further focus on these novel types of PD-/PD-L1 
inhibitors may result in groundbreaking progress in the 
next future.

Conclusion and future direction
The treatment setting of advanced RCC has progressed 
in the last years with emerging ICIs accompanied by 
the advancement development of novel anti-angiogenic 
drugs and other therapeutics (Tables 3 and 4). This pro-
gress brought about the amelioration of prognosis and 
improvement of OS and PFS in advanced RCC patients. 
Nevertheless, there is no head-to-head trial proof to 
compare the efficacy of the several therapeutic modali-
ties available comprising ICIs, TKIs, or a combination of 
both. Facts from the further prospective investigation are 
requisite to directly compare the clinical advantage of ICI 
in the treatment of clear cell RCC and various subtypes of 
non-clear cell RCC.

Several reports have tried to predict ICIs’ response 
exploiting several parameters, including the clinical fea-
tures, laboratory parameters (e.g., NLR), lactate dehy-
drogenase (LDH), tumor markers, and genetic landscape 
[210]. Most of them have caused a poor performance 
because of the absence of comprehensive evaluation in 
risk stratification. Recent investigations have exhibited 

NA

Table 4 (continued)

Agents Phase Participant 
number

Allocation Dose Location NCT number

Ciforadenant
Atezolizumab

1 502 Randomized 100–200 mg
–

Canada
USA
Australia

NCT02655822

Avelumab
Cabozantinib

1 12 N/A 10 mg/kg
20–60 mg

USA NCT03200587

Avelumab
Axitinib

1 55 N/A 5–10 mg/kg
3–5 mg

Japan
USA
UK

NCT02493751

Durvalumab
Tremelimumab

1 29 N/A –
–

USA NCT02762006

MEDI0680
Durvalumab
Nivolumab

1/2 97 Randomized 0.1–20 mg/kg
3–10 mg/kg
240 mg

International NCT02118337

PolyICLC
Durvalumab
Tremelimumab

1/2 58 Non-Randomized – USA NCT02643303
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that the anti-tumor response to ICIs is a multifaceted 
process complicating several factors. Previous reports 
have evolved various prognostic models for prognos-
tic evaluation in ICIs therapy. For instance, a risk scor-
ing criteria comprising monocyte-to-lymphocyte ratio 
(MLR), sites of metastasis, and nutritional index–body 
mass index (BMI) were progressed for various for human 
tumors, in particular RCC patients, who received ICIs 
[211]. The International Metastatic RCC Database Con-
sortium (IMDC) prognostic risk model remains pivotal 
in directing treatment selection. Consideration of the 
durability of treatment response also is urgently required 
because of the lacking long-term follow-up evidence to 
validate the durable response and survival merits pro-
vided by treatment with dual ICIs therapy. A diversity of 
clinical trials examining several treatment regimens with 
ICIs and TKI have shorter follow-up and immature long-
term information. Thus, it is ambiguous whether this 
treatment also delivers comparable durable responses 
once compared to dual ICIs therapy. Toxicity is also a 
critical point due to the higher rates of untoward toxici-
ties and the necessity for high-dose corticosteroid treat-
ment associated with dual ICIs therapy when compared 
to treatment with ICI and anti-angiogenic agents. Map-
ping the cell types and molecules existing in the TME 
will potentiate the progress of more effective therapeutic 
approaches and teach us how to combine currently avail-
able options. Finally, a better understanding of the mech-
anism of adjusting dynamic PD-L1 expression is useful 
for emerging innovative plans to recover the efficacy of 
anti-PD-1/PD-L1 compounds.
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